The paper proposes a study of a sample of 1,000 contexts for crimson, both the adjective and noun, in COCA with the aim of pointing out the insufficient and inaccurate dictionary definitions of crimson. The paper reveals the ambivalent nature of the meaning of crimson and offers a model of the senses of the crimson-adjective, demonstrating also the relative frequencies of the homonymous nouns within each of the senses. The key point of the paper consists in revealing the complex semantic structure of this adjective and its homonymous noun involving a broad range of synesthetic responses to positive and negative experiences of crimson as a visual aspect of a situation represented by various contexts. The analysis also demonstrates a correlation between the different senses of crimson, both noun and adjective, and the specific genres of text.
Introduction
In this paper we present the results of a detailed contextual analysis of the meaning of crimson in COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American English) in comparison with how crimson, adjective and noun, is defined in such dictionaries as the Oxford Dictionary Online (OX), Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online (MW), American Heritage Dictionary (AH) and Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (LD). Our analysis aims at offering an explanation for a significant discrepancy between the rather scant dictionary definitions and the expressive richness of crimson in the actual contexts. Our observations provide ample linguistic material in support of the relativist view of the nature and significance of experiencing colour by humans, which is gaining support among scholars studying colour in the cognitive sciences (Hardin, 1991; van Brakel 1997, 2002; Jameson, 2005; Özgen, 2004; Cohen, 2007) .
Some of the recent studies have explored the link between colour words, colour perception and culture. The researchers study the issue by applying a variety of cross-disciplinary methods, including those within the fields of anthropology, cognitive science, psychology, neuro-science, as well as statistical and evolutionary approaches to language and culture (Abbott, Griffiths and Regier, 2016; Haynie and Bowern, 2016; Gibson et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017; Arbab et al., 2018) . Findings of the majority of the papers recognize that linguistic and cultural factors are crucial in colour naming and colour perception. However, many of the studies use materials from the World Color Survey conducted in the late 1970s or other historical data (Abbott, Griffiths and Regier, 2016, p.11178; Haynie and Bowern, 2016, p.13667; Gibson et al., 2017, p.1) . At the same time, they do not address the key question of how a systematic study of the usage of names of colours in actual contexts can provide valuable information about the nature of the meaning of such words. Our paper is an attempt to fill this gap.
We claim that crimson as a colour word possesses a meaning that is less concerned with reference to a particular band of light waves and much more concerned with conveying a complex synesthetic and emotionally driven response to a particular environment. Here it is important to state that we would like to challenge the traditional division of word meaning into denotation and connotation. We will demonstrate that in the meaning structure of crimson it is impossible to identify a referential base that would be related to a purely chromatic perception without an integrated synesthetic emotional content. We also observe the complex polysemic structure of crimson, which allows us to characterize its meaning not only as anthropocentric but also as culture specific.
The synesthetic nature of colour perception has been discussed in From Color To Emotion: Ideas and Explorations by Shannon B. Cuykendall and Donald D. Hoffman (Cuykendall and Hoffman, 2008) . The authors point out the significance of colour as an evaluative tool used by humans to make their interaction with the environment effective: "Objects and events critical to survival are often associated with characteristic colors: the blue of water, brown of a bear, green of leaves, amber of sunrise and sunset, and red of fruits and some berries. A color associated with such a critical object or event would come to be associated as well with the emotion it evokes." (Cuykendall and Hoffman, 2008, p.1) . The authors propose a new term -chromature -in order to stress the synesthetic nature of responses colours evoke in humans. Our linguistic analysis further supports this claim and reveals the complexity of interconnected emotions in the meaning of the word as it is being used in a specific context. The link between colour and emotion has been discussed by psychologists, social scientists, and philosophers (Chapman, 1937; Valdez and Mehrabian, 1994; Strapparava and Ozbal, 2010; Beyes, 2016) . Linguist Keith Allan examined colour terms in their correlation with human emotional experience and social convention, often relying upon literary texts (Allan, 2009) . Our paper offers a linguistic method that can lead to more insights into how humans experience colours through the meanings of the words that name them. Another important component of our analysis is the focus on the interrelation between the senses of crimson and the text genres in which they tend to occur with a significant frequency.
Dictionary entries: favouring objectivism 2.1 Confused definitions
At the beginning of our analysis, we carefully examined entries for crimson in the online versions of four well-known and respected dictionaries: Oxford Dictionary Online (en.oxforddictionaries.com), Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online (merriam-webster.com), American Heritage Dictionary (ahdictionary.com) and Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (ldoceonline.com). In all of these dictionaries the definitions seem to follow the objectivist understanding of the nature of colour as it was defined in the seminal work by Berlin and Kay (Berlin and Kay, 1999) . Crimson is treated as a secondary colour that should be defined as a shade of a primary colour, i.e. red. This tendency is most prominent in the senses listed first in the dictionary articles, i.e. core senses. Let us consider the dictionary entries for crimson: All the four dictionaries define crimson as subordinate to red and add some intensifying characteristics (deep, rich, vivid) . Interestingly, all the dictionaries except LD also use the words purple/purplish, instead of focusing solely on the connection between crimson and red. The definitions by MW and AH imply that crimson represents a set of colours with similar qualities.
Since crimson in its core sense is always explained through red, we also looked up the definitions of red. All of the entries for red are much vaster compared to crimson, have many senses and sub-senses (LD 8a 4n, OX 13n 8a, MW 14a 10n, AH 6n 7a) and examples. Let us consider the core senses for red, as presented in the four dictionaries. The spelling variations of the word colour below are due to the fact that we have been using both British and American dictionaries and we think it appropriate to preserve the original spelling in quotations:
LD. Red, adjective. 1 COLOUR having the colour of blood We painted the door bright red. a red balloon> blood-red, > cherry red at cherry (3), scarlet OX. Red, adjective. 1 Of a colour at the end of the spectrum next to orange and opposite violet, as of blood, fire, or rubies. MW. Red, adjective. 1.: a color whose hue resembles that of blood or of the ruby or is that of the long-wave extreme of the visible spectrum AH. Red, adjective. 1.a. The hue of the long-wave end of the visible spectrum, evoked in the human observer by radiant energy with wavelengths of approximately 630 to 750 nanometers; any of a group of colors that may vary in lightness and saturation and whose hue resembles that of blood; one of the additive or light primaries; one of the psychological primary hues.
Here, we can observe two distinct approaches to defining the core of the meaning of red. The first one consists in presenting red as a characteristic chromatic attribute of certain physical entities -blood (LD, OX, MW, AH), rubies (OX, MW) and/or fire (OX). The second methodology is based on scientific measurements and introduces specifically physical terms (visible spectrum, wavelengths, nanometers) in the definition. These definitions, as in AH and partly in MW, are relevant only for a very narrow portion of contexts limited to scientific papers in optics. Both approaches rely on the objectivist tradition and are clearly striving to convey what they believe is the denotational core of the word. Notably, all the definitions either contain (OX, MW, AH) or consist solely of (LD) the statement that red is the colour of blood. However, LD provides us with a compound blood-red, which makes it difficult to understand why these two roots appear together, considering that the core sense of red depends on the word blood. The article in LD is the only one that provides us with an example of the use of red in its core sense: We painted the door bright red. It begs the question: how relevant for this particular context would the connection to blood or, say, to such compounds as cherry red be? Secondly, the choice of an example sentence with "bright red" is questionable since adding a classifying adjective to a colour term may divert the reader away from the defined word.
Moreover, bright red in the same dictionary is the definition of the word scarlet, the second sense of which almost completely repeats that of crimson: The entries tend to contain very few (MW, LD, OX) or no (AH, MW) contexts for specific senses of crimson, but instead some of the dictionaries choose to insert automatically generated lists of example sentences from language corpora (LD, OX). However, all the sentences in LD feature crimson as an adjective only, while OX provides long lists of examples for each part of speech (adj 20, n 20, v 12).
Illustrative examples: clues overlooked
Having carefully examined the contexts listed in the entries, we noticed certain patterns that are not reflected in the definitions. The larger the sample, the more prominent the patterns appear to be. Interestingly, even though the dictionaries define crimson as "a rich deep red", in 26 out of 52 examples in OX the word crimson is used with either deep or rich:
(1) The walls were paneled wood, painted with a rich crimson color and decorated by hanging tapestries (2) Pick a hue that has complexity, such as this rich crimson, which gives the room depth and drama. More importantly, a certain group of contexts seems to convey a specific type of situation where crimson is an attribute of a negative experience: The contexts created by such words as paralyzed, most fearsome, malice, anger, abandon clearly communicate that crimson occurs in the depiction of a hostile environment, thus constituting a visual aspect of an intense negative emotion. Moreover, sentences 5 and 8 emphasize the intensity of the situation by comparison with the former state of the environment: blood soaked the once white sheets, her usually pale complexion. The existing definitions give no explanation why crimson would be used in this particular kind of context.
We already know that dictionaries use the word blood as the most prominent feature that represents red. However, examples 5 and 7 describe blood as crimson (notably, the latter presents crimson and red as two distinct characteristics). The question is whether the contexts are focusing on a detailed description of different hues or whether the use of crimson next to red brings more to the context than a purely technical scale of chromatic distinctions.
Another distinctive group consists of contexts where crimson appears to be related to the sense of the opulence and richness of the environment. There are two contexts in the OX list that seem to represent mixed emotions:
(15) The blood from the bodies had stained the carpet a beautiful crimson colour.
(16) The cherries were staining her lips an enticing crimson colour, and Cary longed to lean across the table to kiss the juice away.
The first situation involves an apparent mutilation of human bodies, although crimson is still described as beautiful, suggesting evaluative ambivalence which combines the emotions displayed both in group 1 and group 2 of the contexts. The second context deals with a painful longing for what is irresistible and forbidden, also implying the ambivalence of the word crimson.
In these two contexts (15, 16), both of which are clearly drawn from literary texts, the meaning of crimson would be hard to confine exclusively to a specific shade of red: the blood from the bodies staining the carpet is a gory scene of mutilation; feeling the enticing power of the cherry juice on the girl's lips and experiencing a longing to kiss her is a powerful and painful emotion as it has to be contained. The use of crimson rather than red in these contexts is asking for an explanation, as the dictionaries clearly indicate red as a typical attribute for both blood and cherries.
The dictionary entries for crimson do not provide such answers, while the wealth of the contextual material we find as illustrative examples is clearly asking for them.
COCA contexts: outlining polysemy
The COCA site has the option of generating a sample of 100, 500 or 1,000 randomly selected contexts from the corpus for research purposes. In order to prove that dictionary definitions of crimson are insufficient, we have chosen to analyse a sample of 1,000 out of the total of 2,596 contexts containing this word in COCA. However, later we found that the sample contained several website glitches that caused repetition of the same context, as well as the contexts where crimson is a proper name (or a part of such). Such contexts include 84 instances where the name of an Alabama football team (Crimson Tide) is mentioned, and 26 instances with the name of the student newspaper of Harvard University (The Harvard Crimson, The Crimson). Other proper names include names of fictional characters, nicknames, names of companies, products, street names, etc. Thus, 134 contexts in the sample are not eligible for our analysis, and the selection we have analysed consists of 866 unique contexts with the word crimson.
Our observations demonstrate that crimson regularly occurs in two distinct types of context as an element of a detailed representation of an intense emotional experience. The difference between these two contexts, which we refer to as Context A and Context B, consists in what at first glance may appear as a striking contrast between a negative (Context A) and a positive (Context B) experience. The considerable number of contexts representing each type in the corpus serves as an indicator of a semantic link between the meaning of crimson and the evaluative psychological response conveyed by the context to the reader. We also claim that this link ought to be used as a basis for a more consistent definition of the meaning of crimson.
Let us consider a few representative examples for each of the contexts.
Context A:
(17) The Taliban fighter spun the thick blade and yanked it hard against the lower neck of the screaming, struggling soldier. A bloody crimson gap followed the edge of the knife, the wound yawning wider as the blade moved relentlessly onward. A thick fountain of blood spewed out as the terrorist slowly worked on the tendons, the veins, and finally the spinal cord. His head and neck are lemon yellow; crimson bands adorn his wings. The first time I saw Max I was baffled by his beauty, which seemed an aberration in the confines of the room. I could make no sense of those luscious colors, so wrong for the latitude we lived in. (2001, FIC: Paradise) In the examples representing Context A crimson serves as a vivid detail of scenes conveying a sense of searing pain and psychological shock caused by physical mutilation (17, 18) It would be natural to ask at this point whether crimson has an identical meaning in these two contexts or whether we are dealing with two distinct senses of a polysemous adjective or noun. If the latter is true, which we will try to prove, then it would be important to establish the semantic core of crimson that allows for two contrasting evaluations within the structure of its meaning.
In order to do this, we will consider each of the two contexts in greater detail.
Searing, Frenzied Crimson
The word blood occurs 99 times in the proximity of crimson in the corpus. In most cases (90) Example 25 is of particular interest as it can demonstrate the evaluative difference between crimson and red. The description presents a scene of mutilation: plunging his fangs into the thigh; blood trickles from her thigh. The use of crimson in this context indicates that the lips of the vampire are smeared with the woman's blood, which conveys the ambivalent nature of the 'enraptured state' the protagonists are going through: pleasure through searing pain. COCA does not provide any matchings for 'licks his red lips' and only three matchings for 'his red lips', while a simple Google search offers a variety of contexts. In many of them the phrase is part of graphic descriptions of sex; however, there is no reference to pain or mutilation. It is clear that crimson in example 25 is not used as an indicator of a specific shade of red. The nature of the scene requires a colour feature that would be more troubling and intense than red. Red lips would break the emotional pitch set by the context as the adjective is devoid of the negative emotional intensity that crimson provides.
Red does occur in the proximity of crimson in a number of contexts. Within Context A crimson and red co-occur in descriptions in such a way as to indicate the transition to a higher degree of danger or a negative emotion as crimson appears in the wake of red. 
Splendid, Majestic Crimson
When crimson does not appear in contexts related to a negative psycho-emotional experience, the space created by the verbal pattern of these contexts is characterized by impressive opulence and magical power, while the reader registers a sense of reverence and admiration. Tapestries kept out the chill drafts and depicted scenes of men in battle or men at the hunt. The stitches were colored in royal crimson and gold, the deepest blue of a king's robe, the startling green of dark forest. Never had Abrielle been in a castle so magnificent in its display of wealth and power. (2007, FIC: Everlasting) The relevant markers of the expressive power of crimson in such contexts are words or phrases indicating the presence of bright light which is powerful and majestic -palazzo blazing with light -29; glowing lamps -30; hearths dominating the room with flames roaring higher than man -31. This light dominates the space and brings out vibrant and intense colours; in such contexts crimson tends to occur next to gold as opposed to blood in Context A. The sense of awed admiration is conveyed by a series of words such as beautiful, admire her surroundings; never had been in a castle so magnificent. Examples 29, 30 and 31 demonstrate the same properties of crimson as examples 20, 21 and 22. In none of them is it suggestive of horror, pain, frenzy or revulsion (Searing, Frenzied Crimson) . At the same time, crimson maintains its role as a colour of intensity and powerful impact. In Context B the impact is benign rather than destructive. Splendid, Majestic Crimson occurs in 59 contexts in our sample from COCA; 51 contexts are marked as literary texts (FIC).
At this point, we can conclude that the two groups of contexts are actively employed in fiction and that in both groups crimson serves as a word for the emotional content of a fictional space. While the evaluative potential of the word changes from negative in Context A to positive in Context B, the word retains its association with the presence of a great supernatural power experienced as glowing or blazing and capable of overwhelming a human being.
Ambivalent, Supernatural Crimson
In a number of contexts, the evaluative potential is ambivalent; crimson is experienced as the key characteristic of a space which both inspires with reverence and is perceived as potentially dangerous and destructive. Thus, we identify Ambivalent, Supernatural Crimson as a sense that reveals the semantic properties of both Context A and Context B.
Example 32 represents this integrated sense of crimson:
(32) It wasn't pain I felt, it was color, bright color, brightness overwhelming. It wasn't pain at all, just the sudden shock of coming alive after being dead so long. In this passage crimson appears as a noun characterizing the colour of blood (the crimson of my blood). In the majority of co-occurrences of crimson and blood in COCA crimson is used in the scenes depicting searing pain and intense suffering; the blood in these passages is the blood flowing or that has already flown from a deep wound; the prevalent emotion is shock and horror. In 32 a moment of transcendence is being described as an intense sensation of being possessed by a magical power transforming the self through a peculiar light. The crimson blood is not pouring from a wound; it is experienced by the self as a source of intense transformative energy. This energy is characterized by a series of words creating ambivalent evaluation: it wasn't pain -it was bright color; the sudden shock; overwhelming brightness; the dazzle startles. In the middle of the passage the shock of the powerful impact is represented as an interiorized experience and then crimson is Such contexts revealing the full scope of ambivalent emotions, in which the presence of a magical power is both inspiring and troubling, are rare in COCA. Another example provides a passage from an art review:
(33) At the Museum of Fine Arts, Kapoor gets an entire room for his "Untitled," a painting on the wall -or perhaps a painted wall -that has a mysterious, sculptural effect. You can't get close enough to tell if it's protruding from the wall or recessed into it. Crimson in color with a balllike center, it can also be seen as alluding to the ear. But it has a fiery presence like the sun itself.
(1995, NEWS: Denver Post)
The choice of crimson provides the right emotional tone to what the author is describing as a mysterious, sculptural effect as it is suggestive of magical radiance and, at the same time a searing overwhelming energy of luminosity (a fiery presence like the sun itself).
In most of the contexts for Ambivalent Crimson the adjective or the corresponding noun are used to convey the superhuman awe-inspiring grandeur of nature or the transcendent unsettling effect of a work of art. Unlike Context A, these passages never invoke horror, searing pain or frenzy. 34 is such a context, whereas 35 gives a typical Searing, Frenzied Crimson effect: 
Utilitarian extensions
The three contexts we have identified above represent the majority of uses of crimson in the COCA sample (515 out of 868). The ambivalent evaluative potential of the root meaning provides the common base for a polysemic structure consisting of the three core senses:
Sense 1 -experiencing the magical effect of glowing luminosity as contact with a supernatural power which is awe-inspiring and magnificent Sense 2 -a visual equivalent of painful sensations involving searing pain as from a deep open wound and an intense negative emotion such as frenzy (Context A above) Sense 3 -a visual equivalent of a sense of admiration inspired by the rich luminous character of the environment and its majestic beauty (Context B above)
In all of these senses crimson is primarily used in literary texts, which is a significant semantic property of this colour name (407 out of 513). The remaining contexts in COCA provide us with two sub-senses that we propose to consider utilitarian extensions. In such contexts crimson does not convey a synesthetic aspect of the visual experience as a component of a complex psycho-emotional experience of a protagonist in a literary narrative or as an element of an emotional response to a work of art. Rather, it is used as a name of a distinctive chromatic feature of the environment whose key characteristics are related to the positive nature of crimson in Sense 3.
The first and the most numerous extension of Sense 3 is what we would like to call Decorative Crimson (Sense 3a). COCA marks such contexts as 'Magazine'. Crimson occurs in descriptions of plants, always pointing out the attractive vivid and festive character of a flower or plant as a decorative feature of a landscaped garden: As we compare the situations in which Decorative Crimson is used, it is easy to observe that the colour it names is always represented as a striking vivid feature that stands out in a rich palette and suggests a unique intense experience (tasteful, bold, excellent, intensity of the peppery bite, flaming, contributing splashes, popular). There is an interesting contrast between red and crimson in 36 and 40. In 36 Austin's collection of red/scarlet English roses receives a stunning addition, which stands out because of its true deep crimson colour. Thus, red and scarlet in this context are used as conventionally expected colours of roses, whereas crimson represents unique beauty. The same effect is achieved in 40 where a couch that is always red acquires a constant change of shining colours including crimson thanks to the sophistication of Color Kinetics and their creative ways of using light effects (a riot of lights).
Another extension is Symbolic Crimson (Sense 3b). In such contexts crimson indicates a colour code as a symbolic representation of an organization or movement:
(45) Zaire had been told that after the Civil War, newly emancipated Blacks heading north across the Tennessee border had founded Auburn, then no more than stubborn, rock-filled barren land that Franklin's founding families had heretofore been unable to cultivate and had cast aside as untamable. Unyielding, the rigid crimson land had scorned the efforts of its new owners to force growth and prosperity, such as it was, from it. But the former slaves, by nature, had been undaunted, diligent in their quest to extract new life from the orphaned region, stopping only long enough to rest, worship and bury the victims of the struggle. In 45 crimson is a reference to the colour of the flag of Tennessee and thus the rigid crimson land denotes the political authorities of the state. Similarly, in 46 crimson stands for a particular pattern on a sweatshirt bearing the name and the colours of Indiana University and thus performs a symbolic function in the context. In 47 it references the colour chosen by the Cojuangco family in the Philippines during the election campaign. In such contexts crimson evokes more than just a decorative colour: there is a clear reference to a specific design, the relevant institution(s), the specific identification role of the colour as a social code.
Finally, we have identified three terminological sub-senses for crimson. Crimson is used as a name of a professional paint used by artists to attain the effects of crimson the colour in their work. It is frequently used in conjunction with alizarin (91 out of 94) and occurs in magazine articles describing the work of professional painters:
(48) He arranges his colors in spectrum sequence, ranging from indigo and violet on the extreme left to cadmium red deep and alizarin crimson on the right. He rarely uses all the colors at his disposal on any one painting, but he always uses white, which, he says, serves as his «control». (1991, MAG: American Artist) This syntactic pattern establishes distinct parameters for the sub-sense. The narrow professional sphere of the application of this sub-sense allows us to classify it as a term. Because this term occurs in articles discussing the technical aspects of the art of painting, it is an extension of Sense 1, in which the full expressive potential of crimson as a component of a painting is evoked in a number of contexts. Accordingly, we register this sense as 1a.
Crimson can also stand for a particular band of light waves in the visible spectrum. Such contexts derive from texts on optical effects in different professional spheres related to the study of light:
(49) A small concentration of glowing gas forms a tiny but bright part of this otherwise faint nebula.
SHARPLESS 2-242'S most noticeable feature is the color gradient, ranging from a crimson on the right to a rich pink on the left. The varying distance of the nebulosity to the star exciting it creates this effect. (2007, MAG: Astronomy) This term appears to be an extension of Sense 3 as the perception of light related to crimson is characterized as bright and the word describes a visual response to even glowing (Sense 3c).
The COCA sample contains just one context in which crimson is used as a medical term characterizing the distinctive colour of venous blood. A further search demonstrates that this terminological application of crimson is typical of contexts discussing various types of bleeding. Thus, it is an extension of Sense 2 (Sense 2a).
Conclusion
Our analysis can be summed up in the following model of the senses of crimson, adjective and noun. We have observed that the distinctions between crimson adjective and crimson noun are syntactical and do not reflect on the nature of the context. The ratio of nouns and adjectives for each of the senses may vary; we provide the numbers in the model: One more insight into the nature of the meaning of crimson that COCA contexts have provided concerns the relationship between the senses of crimson and the speech genres. We have used the COCA genre attribution to see whether different senses demonstrate a tendency to occur in specific genres of text. Table 1 presents the distribution of contexts between the genres in each of the senses we have identified. contexts crimson conveys a complex synesthetic sensation combining the emotional impact from the sight of bleeding associated with the dark intensity and the unsettling nature of the experience as well as the strenuously tense psychological response. In fiction, the positive sense of crimson occurs considerably less frequently in the sample (59 contexts versus 424). The difference is significant enough to justify our conclusion that the negative expressive potential of crimson is stronger than its positively charged sense in literary texts. However, we also see that the positive extension of crimson, which we identify as 3a, is common in journalism (126 contexts versus only 33 for Sense 2). This brings us to the second important aspect of the meaning of crimson: its semantic ambivalence is linked to a genre differentiation of contexts. In the table above we see that whereas in literary genres crimson tends to be used in its negatively charged Sense 2, the positively charged utilitarian extension Sense 3a provides a significant number of contexts in the media. The contextual domain for all the positively charged senses of crimson (Senses 3; 3a and 3b) activates associations with festively bright and shining glow and completely suppresses any negative impact of this word. Promotional texts and advertisements appear to be most typical genres for the contextual sphere of the positive version of crimson.
The type of context in which crimson unfolds its full ambivalent nature (Sense 1) is rare in the sample. Crimson combines the sensations of awe and admiration associated with the response to the magical power and beauty of glowing fire-like light in contexts conveying transcendental experiences related to the mysterious majestic beauty of nature or the emotional power of a painting.
Another significant finding concerns the ratio between crimson the adjective and crimson the noun. In all the senses, as demonstrated by the numbers in our model above, the adjective is considerably more frequent than the noun, which allows us to conclude that it would be logical to give the adjective priority in dictionary definitions. The only exception is Sense 1a, where this word names a particular type of professional paint: a clear case of derivational metonymy.
Our findings have proved that the meaning of crimson carries far more content than just indicating a specific shade of a primary colour. We hope that the analytical method we have presented in this paper will encourage scholars to devote more attention to the semantic potential of colour names in context.
